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SCBA ENDURANCE COURSE
SCOPE  

This guideline shall apply to all members of the Stoney Point Fire Department (SPFD) 

and shall be adhered to by all members.  

 

This SOG addresses the purpose, layout and execution of the SCBA Endurance

The SOG further addresses how to construct th

the course must be laid out and how the course is executed.

PURPOSE 

 

The SCBA Endurance measures the individual firefighter’s air consumption rate, low air alarm 

time, no air time, number of stations executed and what t

reference to his/her air consumption. Indirectly, the firefighter’s physical stamina and 

conditioning is measured in conjunction with how much air is utilized and how many stations 

are completed. This course is not a

any other purpose than stated above. It is imperative that the course be set up and executed 

exactly as specified to avoid perceptions and/or complaints of unfairness, bias or discrimination. 

All station tasks are firefighter related and indicative of what a firefighter would experience on 

the fireground. 

 

DEFINITIONS 

Station – location where a firefighter moves to and executes a firefighting related task.

 

Starting cylinder pressure – air 

firefighter breathing air through the SCBA. Cylinders should be topped off to provide 4100 PSI 

starting cylinder pressure. 

 

Low air time – the time the firefighter’s SCBA initiates the low air alarm.

 
Out of air time –the time the firefighter exhaust all available air from the SCBA cylinder. This is 

noted when the firefighter inhales and sucks in his/her face piece.

 

Consumption rate – the air pressure the firefighter uses per minute of operation. Thi

determined by dividing the starting cylinder pressure by the out of air time.
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SCBA ENDURANCE COURSE SOG 

This guideline shall apply to all members of the Stoney Point Fire Department (SPFD) 

and shall be adhered to by all members.   

This SOG addresses the purpose, layout and execution of the SCBA Endurance Course. 

The SOG further addresses how to construct the course, what items are needed, how 

the course must be laid out and how the course is executed. 

The SCBA Endurance measures the individual firefighter’s air consumption rate, low air alarm 

time, no air time, number of stations executed and what title is affixed to the firefighter with 

reference to his/her air consumption. Indirectly, the firefighter’s physical stamina and 

conditioning is measured in conjunction with how much air is utilized and how many stations 

are completed. This course is not a right of passage is not punitive and should not be used for 

any other purpose than stated above. It is imperative that the course be set up and executed 

exactly as specified to avoid perceptions and/or complaints of unfairness, bias or discrimination. 

station tasks are firefighter related and indicative of what a firefighter would experience on 

location where a firefighter moves to and executes a firefighting related task.

air pressure reading on the SCBA cylinder gauge prior to the 

firefighter breathing air through the SCBA. Cylinders should be topped off to provide 4100 PSI 

the time the firefighter’s SCBA initiates the low air alarm. 

the time the firefighter exhaust all available air from the SCBA cylinder. This is 

noted when the firefighter inhales and sucks in his/her face piece. 

the air pressure the firefighter uses per minute of operation. Thi

determined by dividing the starting cylinder pressure by the out of air time. 
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This guideline shall apply to all members of the Stoney Point Fire Department (SPFD) 

Course. 

needed, how 

The SCBA Endurance measures the individual firefighter’s air consumption rate, low air alarm 

itle is affixed to the firefighter with 

reference to his/her air consumption. Indirectly, the firefighter’s physical stamina and 

conditioning is measured in conjunction with how much air is utilized and how many stations 

right of passage is not punitive and should not be used for 

any other purpose than stated above. It is imperative that the course be set up and executed 

exactly as specified to avoid perceptions and/or complaints of unfairness, bias or discrimination. 

station tasks are firefighter related and indicative of what a firefighter would experience on 

location where a firefighter moves to and executes a firefighting related task. 

pressure reading on the SCBA cylinder gauge prior to the 

firefighter breathing air through the SCBA. Cylinders should be topped off to provide 4100 PSI 

the time the firefighter exhaust all available air from the SCBA cylinder. This is 

the air pressure the firefighter uses per minute of operation. This value is 
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Range walk – speed of movement that is less than a run yet greater than strolling. It is indicative 

of someone moving with a purpose.

 

 

GUIDELINES 

 

• Firefighters will breathe air throughout the event and continue breathing air 

until their respective SCBA cylinder is completely depleted.

 

• Firefighters will continue to move throughout the entire event.

 

• If a firefighter stops during the event, he/she will be instructed to

told a second time without movement, time will stop and the firefighter will fail the 

event. 

 

• If a firefighter stops and terminates the event prior to exhausting all available air, 

he/she will fail the event. Firefighters will continu

depleted. 

 

• Station tasks will be executed to standard. If a firefighter is not executing the station 

task correctly, correction will be made by the instructor/grader and the firefighter will 

be allowed to continue. 

event. 

 

• If a firefighter breaks the seal of his/her face piece, he/she will fail the event and be 

removed from the course. He/she will be required to make up the event at another 

time. 

 

• If a firefighter indicates he/she is sick/does not feel good/is injured, the 

instructor/grader will stop the firefighter and move him/her to the EMT for assessment.

He/she will be required to make up the event at another time.

• 8. There is no running on the

 

STATIONS 
 
The following outlines the stations with their respective task, conditions and standards.

Event 1 – Power Saw Cuts 

Task: Operate a power saw under fire operations conditions.

Conditions: Given a rotary power saw with metal cutting blade, wearing full PPE,

SCBA and breathing air. 
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speed of movement that is less than a run yet greater than strolling. It is indicative 

of someone moving with a purpose. 

breathe air throughout the event and continue breathing air 

until their respective SCBA cylinder is completely depleted. 

Firefighters will continue to move throughout the entire event. 

If a firefighter stops during the event, he/she will be instructed to continue to move. If 

told a second time without movement, time will stop and the firefighter will fail the 

If a firefighter stops and terminates the event prior to exhausting all available air, 

he/she will fail the event. Firefighters will continue throughout the course until all air is 

Station tasks will be executed to standard. If a firefighter is not executing the station 

task correctly, correction will be made by the instructor/grader and the firefighter will 

be allowed to continue. If corrected twice, the firefighter be told to stop and will fail the 

If a firefighter breaks the seal of his/her face piece, he/she will fail the event and be 

removed from the course. He/she will be required to make up the event at another 

If a firefighter indicates he/she is sick/does not feel good/is injured, the 

instructor/grader will stop the firefighter and move him/her to the EMT for assessment.

He/she will be required to make up the event at another time. 

8. There is no running on the course. Firefighters will move at “range walk” speed.

The following outlines the stations with their respective task, conditions and standards.

: Operate a power saw under fire operations conditions. 

Given a rotary power saw with metal cutting blade, wearing full PPE, 
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speed of movement that is less than a run yet greater than strolling. It is indicative 

breathe air throughout the event and continue breathing air 

continue to move. If 

told a second time without movement, time will stop and the firefighter will fail the 

If a firefighter stops and terminates the event prior to exhausting all available air, 

e throughout the course until all air is 

Station tasks will be executed to standard. If a firefighter is not executing the station 

task correctly, correction will be made by the instructor/grader and the firefighter will 

If corrected twice, the firefighter be told to stop and will fail the 

If a firefighter breaks the seal of his/her face piece, he/she will fail the event and be 

removed from the course. He/she will be required to make up the event at another 

If a firefighter indicates he/she is sick/does not feel good/is injured, the 

instructor/grader will stop the firefighter and move him/her to the EMT for assessment. 

course. Firefighters will move at “range walk” speed. 

The following outlines the stations with their respective task, conditions and standards. 
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Standard: Firefighter will successfully start the power saw, engage and cut three (3)

reinforcing rod (REBAR). 

 

Event 2 – PPV Fan 

Task: Start the PPV fan. 

Conditions: Given a gasoline powered PPV fan with sufficient fuel, wearing full PPE

SCBA, and breathing air. 

Standard: Firefighter will sequentially prepare and safely start the PPV fan.

 

Event 3 – Tower Ascent 

Task: Climb the tower stairs to the 

Conditions: Given a high rise pack (50 foot length of 2 ½ inch hose folded and taped),

four story training tower with stairs, wearing full PPE, SCBA and breathing air.

Standard: Firefighter will climb the training tower stairs from ground z

carrying the high rise pack. 

 

Event 4 – Hose Hoist and Lower

Task: Lower and raise a hose. 

Conditions: Given a four story training tower, a 50 foot section of 1 ¾ inch hose (dry,

charged and without water), a 70 foot utility rop

wearing full PPE, SCBA and breathing air.

Standard: Firefighter, using the utility rope, will lower and raise the section of hose from

fourth floor to ground level, and raise the section of hose back to the fo

 

 

 

 

 

Event 5 – Tower Descent 

Task: Descend the tower stairs from the fourth floor.

Conditions: Given a high rise pack (50 foot length of 2 ½ inch hose folded and taped),

story training tower with stairs, wearing full PPE, SCBA and 

Standard: Firefighter will descend the training tower stairs from the fourth floor to

carrying the high rise pack. 

 

Event 6 – Dummy Drag 

Task: Drag the training dummy in full PPE and Air Pack 50 feet.

Conditions: Given a 50 foot course, start and finish cones, a 175 lbs training dummy

webbing for drag, SCBA and breathing air.

Standard: Firefighter will successfully drag the fully outfitted training dummy 50 feet.

 

Event 7 – Balls on the Cones 

Task: Emplace softballs atop the traffic cones.
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: Firefighter will successfully start the power saw, engage and cut three (3)

: Given a gasoline powered PPV fan with sufficient fuel, wearing full PPE

: Firefighter will sequentially prepare and safely start the PPV fan. 

: Climb the tower stairs to the fourth floor. 

: Given a high rise pack (50 foot length of 2 ½ inch hose folded and taped),

four story training tower with stairs, wearing full PPE, SCBA and breathing air. 

: Firefighter will climb the training tower stairs from ground zero to the fourth

Hose Hoist and Lower 

: Given a four story training tower, a 50 foot section of 1 ¾ inch hose (dry,

charged and without water), a 70 foot utility rope, a hose roller or window sill protector, 

wearing full PPE, SCBA and breathing air. 

: Firefighter, using the utility rope, will lower and raise the section of hose from

fourth floor to ground level, and raise the section of hose back to the fourth floor. 

: Descend the tower stairs from the fourth floor. 

: Given a high rise pack (50 foot length of 2 ½ inch hose folded and taped),

story training tower with stairs, wearing full PPE, SCBA and breathing air. 

: Firefighter will descend the training tower stairs from the fourth floor to

: Drag the training dummy in full PPE and Air Pack 50 feet. 

course, start and finish cones, a 175 lbs training dummy

webbing for drag, SCBA and breathing air. 

: Firefighter will successfully drag the fully outfitted training dummy 50 feet.

atop the traffic cones. 
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: Firefighter will successfully start the power saw, engage and cut three (3) pieces of 

: Given a gasoline powered PPV fan with sufficient fuel, wearing full PPE and 

: Given a high rise pack (50 foot length of 2 ½ inch hose folded and taped), a 

ero to the fourth floor 

: Given a four story training tower, a 50 foot section of 1 ¾ inch hose (dry, not 

protector, 

: Firefighter, using the utility rope, will lower and raise the section of hose from the 

 

: Given a high rise pack (50 foot length of 2 ½ inch hose folded and taped), a four 

: Firefighter will descend the training tower stairs from the fourth floor to ground zero 

course, start and finish cones, a 175 lbs training dummy rigged with 

: Firefighter will successfully drag the fully outfitted training dummy 50 feet. 
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Conditions: Given eight (8) traffic cones set up parallel in two columns of four (4), four

softballs, and wearing full PPE, SCBA and breathing air.

Standards: Firefighter will successfully move the softballs from parallel cones 

parallel cones in the other column, and place them atop the cone without

the ground. 

 

Event 8 – Hose Pull and Target Engagement

Task: Pull a charged hose line from a start point, and engage a traffic cone with the fir

stream. 

Conditions: Given a 150 foot 1 3/4 inch handline charged with water, a fog nozzle

affixed to the male end, a start point, an engagement point, a traffic cone as a target,

and wearing full PPE, SCBA and breathing air.

Standard: Firefighter will successfully drag the hose in a straight line from the start

engagement point and safely engage a traffic cone with a fire stream 50 feet

engagement point. 

 

Event 9 – Weighted Pike Pole 

Task – Execute fifteen (15) repetitions, extend 

Conditions: Given a ten (10) foot Pike Pole with ten (10) lbs weight taped to the

and wearing full PPE, SCBA and breathing air.

Standard: Firefighter will execute fifteen repetitions. Moving the Pike Pole

ground to a point in the air where his/her arm is fully extended and locked

repetition. 

 

Event 10 – Tube Navigation 

Task – Move from start to finish point through the tube.

Conditions: Given a culvert tube, an extende

PPE, SCBA and breathing air. 

Standard: Firefighter will successfully negotiate and move through the tube from start to

with the SCBA in place, SCBA harness modified loosely and/or with SCBA doffed

the firefighter, but still supplying air.

 

Event 11 – Kaiser Sled 

Task – Move the Kaiser Sled weight from start point to finish.

Conditions: Given a Kaiser Sled apparatus with weight, a ten (10) lbs sledge hammer,

wearing full PPE, SCBA and breathing air.

Standard: Firefighter will engage and strike the weight with the sledge hammer, and

successfully move the weight from the start point to the finish point.

 

Event 12 – 50 Foot Crawl 

Task – Crawl 50 foot following a search rope.

Conditions: Given a fifty (50) foot search rope laid out in a search course, a start and

point, and wearing full PPE, SCBA and breathing air.
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: Given eight (8) traffic cones set up parallel in two columns of four (4), four

softballs, and wearing full PPE, SCBA and breathing air. 

: Firefighter will successfully move the softballs from parallel cones in one

parallel cones in the other column, and place them atop the cone without dropping the balls on 

Hose Pull and Target Engagement 

: Pull a charged hose line from a start point, and engage a traffic cone with the fir

: Given a 150 foot 1 3/4 inch handline charged with water, a fog nozzle 

affixed to the male end, a start point, an engagement point, a traffic cone as a target,

and wearing full PPE, SCBA and breathing air. 

ccessfully drag the hose in a straight line from the start

engagement point and safely engage a traffic cone with a fire stream 50 feet from the 

 

Execute fifteen (15) repetitions, extend and retract, with a weighted pike pole.

: Given a ten (10) foot Pike Pole with ten (10) lbs weight taped to the working end 

and wearing full PPE, SCBA and breathing air. 

: Firefighter will execute fifteen repetitions. Moving the Pike Pole butt end

ground to a point in the air where his/her arm is fully extended and locked constitutes one (1) 

Move from start to finish point through the tube. 

: Given a culvert tube, an extended search rope through the tube, and wearing full 

: Firefighter will successfully negotiate and move through the tube from start to

with the SCBA in place, SCBA harness modified loosely and/or with SCBA doffed and

the firefighter, but still supplying air. 

Move the Kaiser Sled weight from start point to finish. 

: Given a Kaiser Sled apparatus with weight, a ten (10) lbs sledge hammer,

d breathing air. 

: Firefighter will engage and strike the weight with the sledge hammer, and

successfully move the weight from the start point to the finish point. 

Crawl 50 foot following a search rope. 

Given a fifty (50) foot search rope laid out in a search course, a start and

point, and wearing full PPE, SCBA and breathing air. 
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: Given eight (8) traffic cones set up parallel in two columns of four (4), four (4) 

in one column to 

dropping the balls on 

: Pull a charged hose line from a start point, and engage a traffic cone with the fire 

affixed to the male end, a start point, an engagement point, a traffic cone as a target, 

ccessfully drag the hose in a straight line from the start point to the 

from the 

and retract, with a weighted pike pole. 

working end 

butt end from the 

constitutes one (1) 

wearing full 

: Firefighter will successfully negotiate and move through the tube from start to finish 

and in front of 

: Given a Kaiser Sled apparatus with weight, a ten (10) lbs sledge hammer, and 

: Firefighter will engage and strike the weight with the sledge hammer, and 

Given a fifty (50) foot search rope laid out in a search course, a start and finish 
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Standard: Firefighter will successfully negotiate and follow the search rope from start to

maintaining physical contact with the rope at all times.

 

Event 13 – MAYDAY Tube 

Task – Crawl into the tube and when directed, stop and transmit MAYDAY and LUNAR,

and then continue to the end of the tube.

Conditions: Given a 12 foot tube, a start and finish point, a 

full PPE, SCBA and breathing air.

Standard: Firefighter will successfully and safely negotiate the tube, transmit the two

distress calls and exit the tube. 

 

 

 

 

 

Event 14 – Hose Roll 

Task – Stretch and connect a fifty (50) foot le

Conditions: Given a fifty (50) foot single rolled length of 1 ¾ inch hose, a gated wye, a

and wearing full PPE, SCBA and breathing air.

Standard: Firefighter will successfully and completely “bowli

point, connect the female end to the gated wye, and connect the male end to

 

Event 15 – Ladder Raise 

Task – Raise a roof ladder against a building.

Conditions: Given a CONNEX, a fourteen (14) foot roof ladde

SCBA and breathing air. 

Standard: Firefighter will successfully raise and emplace the roof ladder against the

CONNEX, climb to the top, touch the top of the CONNEX and then climb

 

Event 16 – Shovel Station 

Task: Shovel insulation and drywall into a bucket.

Conditions: Given unlimited sand, a “D” ring shovel, a five (5) gallon plastic bucket and

full PPE, SCBA and breathing air.

Standard: Firefighter using the shovel will completely fill the buc

 

Event 17 – Air Cylinder Swap 

Task – Swap out SCBA Air Cylinders

Conditions: Given a SCBA with an empty air cylinder, a full air cylinder and wearing full

PPE, SCBA and breathing air. 

Standard: Firefighter will successfully change air 

into the SCBA back plate. 

 

Event 18 - Low Profile Obstacle
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: Firefighter will successfully negotiate and follow the search rope from start to

contact with the rope at all times. 

Crawl into the tube and when directed, stop and transmit MAYDAY and LUNAR,

and then continue to the end of the tube. 

: Given a 12 foot tube, a start and finish point, a walkie-talkie, and wearing

full PPE, SCBA and breathing air. 

: Firefighter will successfully and safely negotiate the tube, transmit the two

 

Stretch and connect a fifty (50) foot length of 1 ¾ inch hose to a gated wye and

: Given a fifty (50) foot single rolled length of 1 ¾ inch hose, a gated wye, a

and wearing full PPE, SCBA and breathing air. 

: Firefighter will successfully and completely “bowling ball roll” the 1 ¾ from

point, connect the female end to the gated wye, and connect the male end to the nozzle.

Raise a roof ladder against a building. 

: Given a CONNEX, a fourteen (14) foot roof ladder and wearing full PPE,

: Firefighter will successfully raise and emplace the roof ladder against the

CONNEX, climb to the top, touch the top of the CONNEX and then climb down to the ground.

: Shovel insulation and drywall into a bucket. 

: Given unlimited sand, a “D” ring shovel, a five (5) gallon plastic bucket and

full PPE, SCBA and breathing air. 

: Firefighter using the shovel will completely fill the bucket with sand. 

Swap out SCBA Air Cylinders 

: Given a SCBA with an empty air cylinder, a full air cylinder and wearing full

: Firefighter will successfully change air cylinders, and connect and lock the

Low Profile Obstacle 
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: Firefighter will successfully negotiate and follow the search rope from start to finish 

Crawl into the tube and when directed, stop and transmit MAYDAY and LUNAR, 

talkie, and wearing 

: Firefighter will successfully and safely negotiate the tube, transmit the two 

ngth of 1 ¾ inch hose to a gated wye and a nozzle. 

: Given a fifty (50) foot single rolled length of 1 ¾ inch hose, a gated wye, a nozzle, 

ng ball roll” the 1 ¾ from the start 

the nozzle. 

r and wearing full PPE, 

: Firefighter will successfully raise and emplace the roof ladder against the side of the 

down to the ground. 

: Given unlimited sand, a “D” ring shovel, a five (5) gallon plastic bucket and wearing 

: Given a SCBA with an empty air cylinder, a full air cylinder and wearing full 

cylinders, and connect and lock the cylinders 
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Task – Negotiate a low profile obstacle.

Conditions: Given a low profile obstacle and wearing full PPE, SCBA and breathing air.

Standard: Firefighter will successfully negotiate a low profile obstacle with the SCBA in

SCBA harness modified loosely and/or with SCBA doffed and in front of the

supplying air. 

 

 

 

 

EXECUTION 

 

The course will be set up in accordance with the seque

STATION paragraph and in accordance with the course diagram. There will be 50 foot

between each station. To ensure consistency, no deviations are authorized.

 

 

 

COURSE SET UP DIAGRAM
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Negotiate a low profile obstacle. 

: Given a low profile obstacle and wearing full PPE, SCBA and breathing air.

will successfully negotiate a low profile obstacle with the SCBA in

SCBA harness modified loosely and/or with SCBA doffed and in front of the firefighter, but still 

The course will be set up in accordance with the sequence outlined above in the 

STATION paragraph and in accordance with the course diagram. There will be 50 foot

between each station. To ensure consistency, no deviations are authorized. 

COURSE SET UP DIAGRAM 
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: Given a low profile obstacle and wearing full PPE, SCBA and breathing air. 

will successfully negotiate a low profile obstacle with the SCBA in place, 

firefighter, but still 

STATION paragraph and in accordance with the course diagram. There will be 50 foot of travel 
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